
POSITION: DESIGNER 

LOCATION: NANKANG 

REPORTS TO: ITALIAN ARCHITECT SUPERVISOR 

AVAIABILITY: IMMEDIATE AVAIABILITY 

Job overview: 

Opening position for designer, architect, graphic or student, looking for an experience close to the furniture 

chinese design industry. Under the AASTILE brand guidelines and overlooking by Italian supervisor the 

candidate should become the local interface of the Italian studio and support it in the process of developing a 

consultant  design and marketing service for the field company.   

Job description: 

We are looking for artistic, detail-oriented candidates with good interpersonal skills for the position of  

Designer. Located in Nankang design district, AASTILE, is an Italian brand design consultant center, focus 

on support the locally production company  and develop  a furniture design collections for the chinese 

production industry. Constantly overlooking  by Italian tutor, from the company headquarter in Italy, the 

Designer's key responsibilities, include visualizing and sketching design product as per client goals following  

AASTILE brand rules and guidelines, sourcing products and materials, determining costs and inspecting 

company production to ensure alignment with Italian design specifications are met.  Good Designers are 

able to follow the instructions from the Italian tutor and think creatively about the use of material, color and 

movement and will draw on other artistic mediums for creative inspiration. They will also be effective 

communicators with the ability to persuade in communicating a design idea. 

Designer Responsibilities: 

 Outline client design objectives. 

 Conceptualize and sketch design product. 

 Folowing AASTILE brand guidelines. 

 Set a timeline for the completion of a design project. 

 Source materials and products. 

 Create 'mood boards' to sample your design vision. 

 Utilize computer applications in the design process. 

 Inspect design company production during completion to determine whether design goals have been 
met. 

Designer Requirements: 

 Bachelor's degree in the field is a plus but not fundamental. 

 Italian nationality is fundamental. 

 High propensity on design field and product design.  

 Attitude on working in team. 

 Highly creative, imaginative and artistic. 

 Excellent communication skills, especially in regard to communicating an artistic vision. 

 Proficiency in AutoCAD, Rhino, Illustrator, SketchUp or similar design software. 

Benefits: 

Accomodation will be support by company, in the Nankang design industry house 

Salary: 

Wage defined on the basis of role time experiential evaluation. 


